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"For all your staircase and  
stair part requirements"

We are a family run business that manufacture the highest quality staircase
components and bespoke designs. We are a leading online supplier of the most
modern and traditional staircase parts in the UK and our experience is unrivalled.
We use advanced techniques and a skilled team of joiners to enable us to design

and create a stunning staircase for your home.
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Search for "Shaw Stairs Ltd."



MODERN STAIR  PARTS

FUSION RANGE

This range is designed to make your

staircase installation as easy as

possible with its ingenious stair parts

system that connects together with

chrome or brushed nickel fittings. The

Fusion Range is well known for its

contemporary look and feel; it is an

easy way to transform your staircase

with the added bonus that you will  not

need to paint or varnish as the timber

is supplied pre-finished.   

If you would like to update your staircase balustrade to a state of the art design our

modern stair parts are what you need. We have various ranges to choose from with a

choice of timbers and finishes. 

AXXYS RANGE
This range blends the beauty of chrome

or brushed nickel with the warmth of

high quality timbers such as oak and

pine. These stair parts incorporate

modern materials to transform your

hallway and landing spaces.  

This range is  avai lable in a
number of  t imbers with chrome

or brushed nickel  spindles which
have a two-tone effect  for  a
unique,  modern look with a

simple chamfered design.  Easy
to instal l  and the spindle

brackets are also hidden to
create a perfect  f in ish.

S O L U T I O N  R A N G E

CALL US NOW 
01827 54988



Affordable 
quality

PINE STAIR
PARTS

We have a wide range of quality pine
staircase components including

spindles, handrails, base rails, newel
posts and caps; all available in a
variety of styles to best suit you.  

 
You can also mix and match your
items for a unique look for your

home and paint, stain or varnish as
you see appropriate. 

BEST PRICES

WITH FAST

DELIVERY!

CALL US NOW 
01827 54988



HEMLOCK  
STAIR PARTS

Hemlock is a softwood timber which
tends to be knot free with a clear grain.
This makes hemlock a beautiful wood
for staining and varnishing and is also

an ideal timber if you wish to paint. 

strong & 
durable

Add a new style of character to your
stairs with the hemlock staircase

parts, we have various styles ranging
from traditional to modern stair

parts. We also offer a selection of
newel caps, handrails and spindles

etc.

CALL US NOW 
01827 54988



PRACTICAL & 

CONTEMpORARY

WHITE PRIMED
STAIR PARTS

Our white primed stair parts are
made from tulip or birch wood as
these are knot free timbers which
makes them perfect for this range.
These primed parts are time saving
as they only require a final coat for
a first class finish.

These stair parts can be painted in a
colour of your choice to suit your
preferences and can also be mix and
matched with unfinished parts to
create a stunning contrast so your
balustrade is unique and personal to
your taste.  

CALL US NOW 
01827 54988



Oak is a strong, heavy hardwood that

is long lasting with a naturally

beautiful grain. Our newel posts and

handrails are laminated with careful

attention being paid to colour

matching.  

 

Oak is suitable for lacquering, oiling

and staining with each choice of

finish bringing out the stunning

qualities of the timber.  

OAK  

STAIR PARTS

Hard wearing 

& Elegant

CALL US NOW 
01827 54988



GLASS STAIR PARTS

Solution is one of our most popular glass ranges
and is available in various timbers with glass
panels with or without glass brackets. These
glass brackets can be purchased in either a
chrome or brushed nickel finish to suit your

personal preference. This range can blend in
easily with either modern or more traditional

interiors whilst also  enhancing the look of any
staircase by adding light and depth to the space.

IMMIX GLASS RANGE
Immix is a contemporary range that can
create the centre piece in your home. This
stunning design is available in white oak and
is completed with gun metal finish
connectors and fittings. The high quality
materials not only look exquisite but can
also last you a lifetime. 

SOLUTION GLASS RANGE

FUSION GLASS RANGE
This range has a selection of timbers to
choose from, as well as chrome or brushed
nickel fittings.; this allows you to make your
staircase more distinctive to your style and
taste. This range has a simple yet
sophisticated feel and is even suitable for a
competent DIY'er to install. 

If you're replacing your tired, old spindles with a glass balustrade we have several ranges
for you to choose from. We have glass which is recessed into the rails or glass which
sits into chrome or brushed nickel brackets; all to best suit your personal style and
requirements. 

CALL US NOW 
01827 54988



BESPOKE GLASS RANGE
We offer a bespoke glass service which allows
you to have small and large panels fitted with or
without glass brackets. These are made to the
size and angle required to ensure that everyone
can have a glass balustrade. 
 
We have worked with our customer's and
carpenters to introudce the grooved hand and 2-
part base rail system which provides a quick and
professional installation when using large glass
panels with recessed rails.  

Relections glass is a refined
design which blends modern and
traditional materials to make an

updated living area. With its easy
to install method you are able to
transform the look of your home,
and the durable materials mean

you will be able to enjoy it for
years to come. 

REFLECTIONS GLASS
RANGE

CALL US NOW 
01827 54988



WALL HANDRAIL KITS

Hil lary aJohnso

We have a wide range of modern and
traditional wall handrail kits, which
can be a cheaper and more straight

forward way to upgrade your existing
stairs.  

 
Our handrails come in a variety of

profiles such as mopstick, traditional,
and low profile to name a few! 

 
With a range of fittings available in

different designs and finishes, we're
bound to have a solution that's right

for you! 

 
Some of our wall handrail kits are even

supplied pre-finished with a clear
lacquer! This means that once your

handrail is delivered, it is all ready to
be installed and no need add a finish.  

 
Perhaps you already have a handrail

and want to find some unique fittings -
well we have a wide range of metal

fixings and end caps available to suit a
wide range of sizes and shapes. 

 
 

CALL US NOW 
01827 54988



HANDRAIL OPTIONS & PROFILES
 

Here at Shaw Stairs we have a wide range of handrail
options available. Not only do we have over 1000
profiles already in our archives, but we can also
match existing handrails. Each day our portfolio

grows and so we are confident we will have
something that suits your needs.  

 
We have our standard range of rails which includes
our traditional, low profile, mopstick rails and more.

These are available in a range of timbers with usually
a  5- 7 day lead time for delivery.  

 
We also have a wide range of chrome, brushed nickel
and brass handrail accessories designed to suit our
standard profiles. These include brackets and end

caps, providing a beautiful finish.  
 
 
 
 

 
Just a small sample of our profile archive can be seen

here to the right.  
 

Can't find what you're looking for? Then do not worry!
We have a dedicated sales team ready to aid with your

enquiry. We can work from photos, sketches and
small samples, where required, to machine something

just for you!  
 
 
 

CALL US NOW 
01827 54988


